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In [6] we announced the following

CONJECTURE: Let S be a locally compact semigroup and let fi be an idempotent
regular probability measure on S with support F. Then

(a) F is a closed completely simple subsemigroup.
(b) F is isomorphic both algebraically and topologically to a paragroup ([2],

p. 46) Xx GxY where X and Y are locally compact left-zero and right-zero semi-
groups respectively and G is a compact group. In XxGxY the topology is the
product topology and the multiplication of any two elements is defined by

(1) (*, 9, y)(x', g', /) = (x, g[y, x']g', / ) ,

where [y, x'] is continuous mapping from Yx X ->• G.
(c) The induced fi on XxGxY can be decomposed as a product measure

HXXHGX Vr where fix and fiY
 are two regular probability measures on X and Y

respectively and nG is the normed Haar measure on G.

It was shown in the Theorem 1 of [6] that if (a) holds, then (b) and (c) always
follow. Hence, the crucial part of the conjecture is actually part (a).

For the case S is compact, the conjecture was already proved in [3] and [5].
For discrete S, it was proved in [4]. When S is abelian, any completely simple sub-
semigroup S reduces to a group. We showed in [8] that in this case Fis a compact
group and n is the normed Haar measure on F. In this note we investigate the case
when S is countable but not necessarily discrete, in order to gain some insight to the
above conjecture. It turns out that our conjecture is true for any countable Haus-
dorff S, even without the assumption of local compactness. The result in this note
and that in [7], where S is assumed to be completely regular and completely simple
itself, seem to indicate that the assumption of local compactness is not essential to
the conjecture. This assumption only makes the integration on S easier, owing to
the well established integration theory on locally compact spaces.

THEOREM. Let S be a countable Hausdorjf semigroup and let fi be an idempo-
tent regular probability measure on S with support F. Let P = {s e F; fi[s] > 0}.
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Then P = F and P is a completely simple subsemigroup. (P = the closure of P in
S). Moreover F is a closed completely simple subsemigroup and F = XxGxY,
where X and Y are left-zero and right-zero countable semigroups respectively and
G is a finite group. Moreover n = fix x nG x fiY as in the conjecture.

PROOF, (i) That P = F is clear.
(ii) P is a semigroup because if u, v e P then

n(uv) ^ [i(uvv ~ * )fi(v) ^ n(u)/i(v) > 0

by idempotence. Also, from the assumption of idempotence, it is easy to see that
either P = {0} or P contains no zero element. We shall therefore consider only the
latter case.

(iii) For any z e P

n(Pz) = £ n(Pzx-l)ti(x)+ £
xePz xeP-Pz

xeP-Pz

since n{Pzx~y) = 1 for xePz. It follows n(Pzx~l) = 0 for all xeP-Pz so
P—Pz is a left ideal of P, and zePz because (Pzz~l) = 1. Similarly, z e zP. Let
z = zk for some keP. Then k$P—Pz because otherwise z = zkeP—Pz which
is a contradiction. Therefore, we have for any zeP, z = zpz for some p e P and
P is regular [1].

Let e be an idempotent in P and suppose that ef = fe = /for some other idem-
potent/in P. Then eePf, for otherwise fe = / i s in P—Pf, a contradiction. It fol-
lows that ef = e = / and that every idempotent in P is primitive. Hence P is com-
pletely simple ([1], p. 84).

(iv) Let e be any idempotent in P. Let X' and Y' be the sets of idempotents in
Pe and eP respectively. Let G = ePe. Then X' and Y' are left-zero and right-zero
semigroups resp. and G is a group. P is algebraically isomorphic to X'xGxY' with
the multiplication given in (1) with [y, x'] = yx'. The isomorphism is given by
([2], p. 47-48)

n:XxGxY P,n{x,g,y)

n~y :P-+X'xGxY',n-\s) = (s(ese)-\ ese, {ese)'ls).

(v) For any ae Y', write Sa = {{x',g,y')eP;y' = a). For any seSa the
measure /is(-) = ii{-s~y) has the following property ([3], p. 181), for any Be Sa,

B d Sa is called invariant set if ^(B) = 1 for all s e B. It follows that if B is
invariant, then Pi? cr B and since Sa is left simple (in fact left group), B = Sa. Note
that since S is countable, every subset is countable and measurable and integration
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reduces to summation in this case. By the method developed in ([3], p. 181 — 183),
we have, for any B c Sa,n(Bs~l) = constant independent of s e Sa. Since G c Se,
where e is the unit of G, we have for c e G

/i(c) ^ln(b)fi(cb-1) = E A I P M C C - 1 ) ^ »{G)n(e) > 0
beG beG

since /i(cZ)"1) = ^(cc^1) 2: n(e). Hence G must be a finite group. It follows that
inversion in G is continuous. Therefore the mapping r\ and rj"1 defined in (2) are
continuous and P is also homeomorphic to X' x G x Y'.

(vi) Let X and Y be the closures of X' and Y' in F. Then X and Y are again
left-zero and right-zero semigroups resp., X n Y = X' n Y' = {e} and since G
is closed, I x G x Tis again a completely simple semigroup with [y, x] — yx in (1).
We can extend r\ to XxGxY->Fas follows. For any (x, g,y)e XxGxY,
there exist (xx, gx, ya) -> (x, #, >>), (*„, gx,ya)e X'xGx Y'. Then ^(xa, &,, ya) =
x*9«y<i ~> xffy e F- We define j/(x, g,y) = x̂ >> = j s f . Using the continuity of
multiplication in F it is not hard to show that fj is a homomorphism. To show that
fj is onto, let se F. There is {.?„} 6 P, such that j a -> s. Then

and
( • \—i - e / ^~ip ^ ( ( \ ~ ^ ( \—1 \

«\ « / ' OE ? \ fit/ «/ \ \ / j » Vj ^wvwy **y

so that ^(e je)" 1 , e^e, (eje)""1^) = j . It is also easy to see that fj is one-one. So
fj is an algebraic isomorphism. Hence f i s completely simple (algebraically). But fj
and fj~l are continuous because G is finite and g -* g'1 is continuous in G and
multiplication on F is jointly continuous. Hence F — XxGxY.

(vii) The fact that (i can be decomposed as a product measure ixx x nG x nY

onXxGxY can be proved by a method similar to one used in [3] (pp. 183 —184),
using the fact that n(Bs~l) = constant for all se Sa, for some a e Y.

REMARK. Part (iii) can be proved by a method given in [4](p. 90) by con-
sidering P as discrete semigroup and using some known results in the theory of
Markov chains. However our proof here is new and non-probabilistic.
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